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Korean Studies
Far Eastern Federal University

Degree or qualification is awarded: Bachelor

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 4 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 210 000 rubles per year

Programme webpage at the university website:
https://www.dvfu.ru/upload/medialibrary/76f/rp0cdeqkichjnk96yvvvnt251jpljyqm/2022%20%D0%9F%D0%B0%D1%81
%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%82%20%D0%9E%D0%9F%2058.03.01%20%D0%92%D0%B8%D0%90%20%D0%BA
%D0%B8%D1%82_%D0%BA%D0%BE%D1%80_%D1%8F%D0%BF.pdf

Programme curator: Vlasov Gleb
Tel.: 8(423)265-24-24 ext.2684
E-mail: interadmission@dvfu.ru

The Oriental and African Studies program is conducted taking into account the regional specifics (the study of the
countries of Northeast Asia) and the needs of the local labor market and is aimed at the formation of a graduate
capable of conducting professional activities in all areas of interaction with the countries and peoples of Pacific Asia,
as well as aimed at active social and professional activities and continuing education.

Training of specialists providing regional cooperation between Russia and the countries of Northeast Asia: Korea.
Priority study of the Oriental language, obtaining comprehensive knowledge about the history, socio-economic
development of the studied country creates allows graduates to work in the field of regional international cooperation,
focusing on accompanying translation, organizational management and information and communication activities.

Key disciplines of the program.

Three blocks:
General education disciplines: history, philosophy, psychology, economics, law, physical education;
Disciplines of subject specialization: Oriental language (6-7 lessons per week), English (2-3 seminars per week), work
with specialized text in the language being studied;

Oriental disciplines: History, Literature, Economics, Geography of the studied country. 

Partners and experts involved in the implementation of the program:

Agency for International Cooperation of the Government of Primorsky Krai; Vladivostok International Cruise Service
LLC; Consulate General of the People's Republic of China in Vladivostok; Consulate General of the Republic of Korea in
Vladivostok; Korean Cultural Center; Japanese Center in Vladivostok; Institute of History, Archeology and Ethnography
of the Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

Specializations within this programme
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